A FIELD GUIDE TO

OPEN SOURCE LICENSING

Most open source licenses require passing along the text of the license,
preserving copyrights and license text where originally seen and providing
attribution in About boxes, documentation and source code. Many additional
terms apply to each license besides the ones called out below.

AGPL 3.0

Apache 2.0

Must release your source if you
provide network access to your
application Network Strong Copyleft

Must give and preserve credit/
attributions if you distribute this library

GPL v3

BSD -or- MIT

Must release your source if you
distribute your product, must allow
user to modify source if used in
“User Product” (consumer product)

Must give and preserve credit/
attributions if you distribute this library

Attribution

Attribution

Strong Copyleft

GPL v2

Creative Commons

Must release your source if
you distribute your product

Various obligations depending on
which CC license is selected.
MUST CONFIRM STYLE

Strong Copyleft

From Strong Copyleft to Public Domain

LGPL v3

Public Domain

Must release this library’s source if
you distribute it with your product,
must allow user to modify source if
used in “User Product” Weak Copyleft

You can do anything you want with
this source code

LGPL v2.1

Commercial

Must release this library’s source if
you distribute it with your product
Weak Copyleft

Must respect the terms of the
commercial license this code is under
(typically involves payment and NDAs)

EPL -or- MPL

No license Seen

Must release this library’s original
source and your modifications to the
source if you distribute it with your
product Weak Copyleft

No permission to use this source code
for any purpose without an explicit
license from the author

DISCLAIMER: This guide is provided to help understand licensing basics. It does not and was not
designed to provide legal advice. Discuss all licensing issues with your lawyer.

OPEN SOURCE COMPLIANCE CHECKLIST
Do we have an open source usage policy?
Do we have a list of ALL the open source and commercial
libraries we are using?
How recent is this list?
Does this list include all libraries brought in through
repository managers? (e.g. Maven/Ruby Gems/npm, etc.)
Do we have a list of all the web services we depend on?
(e.g. credit card processors, stock price lookup, etc…)
Do we have an open source disclosure from our
commercial suppliers?
Are we minifying our Javascript? Where are the originals
kept? Do we preserve copyright and license statements?
Do we have a policy for the proper usage and attribution
of code snippet Cut and Pastes?
Do we publish the component and license disclosures as
required by our open source libraries?
Do we send along all required License and Notice files as
required by our open source libraries?
Could we quickly comply with a request for our GPL/LGPL
source code?
Do we check our open source libraries for known
vulnerabilities on the National Vulnerability Database?
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